This compact hands-on tutorial introduces a novel way of creative mobile phone programming for multi-media that is easy to learn and fun. It was created in 2006 by the author of this paper and was published as a free online tutorial at http://www.mobilenin.com/pys60/menu.htm. Pedagogically finetuned, it teaches the programming of a large set of mobile phone features including camera, sound, video, messaging, telephony, location, Bluetooth, graphics, Wi-fi, GPS and networking. The problem in the past has been that developing applications on the mobile platform was time consuming and required a steep learning curve. Also, mobile platforms have often been closed or were too restricted. Mobile Python, also known as 'Python for S60' (PyS60) offers a crucial turning point here. It provides a Python execution environment for the mobile phone. It is developed by Nokia Research as an Open Source Project. This tutorial uses PyS60 in combination with a set of code examples, turning it into a ready working toolkit. It allows developing mobile applications even by novice programmers, artists and people from the creative communities. In a matter of days, people can build powerful applications based on their own ideas and contribute to the mobile space. This tutorial has been taught in more than 40 occasions in academia and industry and in more than 17 countries during the last 2 years. Among these are Yahoo Research Berkeley, Nokia, NTU Taiwan, MIT and Stanford University.
INTRODUCTION
The mobile space and the internet are rapidly converging and are turning into a rich source of opportunities. There exists a need for research and innovation in this field. Whether you want to create an application that takes a photo, records sound or video for instant sharing with your friends or for uploading to a blog, or whether you want to turn the phone into a device for interacting with objects like public screens, shop windows or smart fashion (wearables) or even want to create games with 2D and 3D graphics, or design location based applications using the built-in GPS reader of the phone. Many of such applications can be created in a fast an efficient manner using Mobile Python. See video demos at http://www.mobilenin.com. Some projects have been reported also to the Research community such as e.g. 'Manhattan Story Mashup' [1] or 'MobiLenin' [2] .
TUTORIAL OUTLINE
The tutorial is tailored for MM '07 but is based on the online tutorial at http://www.mobilenin.com/pys60/menu.htm.
• Introduction to PyS60 Prerequisites. All you need is some basic programming or scripting knowledge (like JavaScript, Lingo, Flash AS, ...). No Python or mobile platform knowledge is needed.
The teaching approach. The approach taken in this tutorial is hands-on, meaning participants first hear the explanation to some code, and then use their computer to write the Python code [3] in form of a script and then move it to the phone for instant testing. This provides strong feedback and high motivation for learning.
Copyright is held by the author/owner(s Usually all features that PyS60 offers can be learned within 2-3 days. This half day tutorial will be a condensed session. User driven innovation. When running workshops in many places and countries using this tutorial, I have seen that many people innovate instantly, they create unique and novel applications based on their own ideas fulfilling their own needs and they want to share their innovation. This practical experiences matches well with Eric von Hippel's theory of user driven innovation [4] . He talks in his book about Democratizing Innovation and the phenomena that users can generate innovation if a tool kit is given into their hands. He calls this distributed innovation by so called Lead users. This raises the question whether Mobile Python as a toolkit could lead into an era of 'democratizing innovation on the mobile platform'?
WHAT IS PYTHON FOR S60
The vision. Wouldn't it be great to see a big garden full of beautiful flowers, each representing a novel mobile application created by a lead user, fitting her own needs? My Message to all the creative and innovative people out there: Use your talent, skills, ideas and energy to inspire the world! May this tutorial help you to do so! Mobile Python book. For those interested in boosting their knowledge on mobile phone programming for multi-media, based on the approach of this tutorial, there is also a book available with the title 'Mobile Python -Rapid prototyping on the Mobile platform' [5] . 
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